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“A beautiful light and modern open plan holiday home” 

This fabulous holiday home has a modern stylish interior throughout. It has a generous open  

plan living and dining area with a light wood finish which compliments the furnishings. The lounge 

features fixed L shaped seating with a pull-out bed for extra sleeping capacity, a wall mounted gas 

fire and a free standing TV unit. The dining area has a free standing table with bench seating and an 

additional matching stool. Along side is a modern style kitchen which has a gas cooker with separate 

grill and hob. There is also housing for a microwave oven, plus plenty of  storage space within the 

floor and wall mounted units. Altogether a fabulous holiday home for a family to enjoy their  

holidays for many years to come. 

Plot 202 
Key Features: 

 35 x 12 ft chassis  
 Double glazing/central heating 
 Open plan living/dining/kitchen 
 Double bedroom 
 Twin bedroom 
 Family bathroom with shower 
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Arranging a Viewing 
To arrange a viewing of this holiday home, to discuss your requirements, or to find out more about 

Longlands, please telephone 01229 889342 or  email longlands@holker.co.uk .   

Finding Longlands Holiday Park 

Leave the M6 at junction 36 and take the A590 signposted Barrow-in-Furness.  Continue until you 

reach the Greenodd roundabout then turn right onto the A5092 signposted Workington, 

Whitehaven. Take the A595 following the signs for Kirkby-in-Furness then before you reach Kirkby 

Village follow the signs for Longlands Holiday Park. 
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Kitchen: 
A lovely modern style fitted kitchen with a free 
standing gas cooker and separate grill. A single 
drainer sink unit and housing for a microwave 
oven. The dining area has a free standing  
table with fixed L shaped seating and an  
Additional matching stool. 
 
Lounge: 
The comfortable  modern lounge has L shaped 
seating with a pull out double bed. In addition 
there is a wall mounted gas fire and a free  
standing  TV unit in a light wood finish. 
 
Master Bedroom: 
The master bedroom is generously sized and has 
a double bed, a double wardrobe and a vanity  
area with mirror.  
  
Bedroom 2: 
The second bedroom has twin beds and a single 
wardrobe 
 
Bathroom: 
Family shower room with WC, a full sized hand 
basin with mirror above. 
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